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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel technique of constructing Automated 
Revision Graphs (ARG) to facilitate the study of revisions in writing. ARG plots 
sentences of a written text as nodes, and their similarities to sentences from its 
previous draft as edges to visualize text as graph. Implemented in two forms: 
simple and multi-stage, the graphs demonstrate how sentence-level differences 
can be visualized in short texts to study revision products, processes, and student 
interaction with feedback in student writing. 
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1 Introduction 

With data and analytics permeating many aspects of teaching and learning, one area 
that increasingly uses its capabilities is writing. Writing Analytics makes use of natural 
language processing and machine learning techniques to assess, provide automated 
feedback and study student writing [1, 2]. One particular interest in writing analytics is 
in the study of revision to understand the written products and processes of students. 
Revision is an important process that contributes to the outcome of the writing by play-
ing a recursive role of reworking and improving the writer’s thoughts and ideas [3, 4]. 
Resource intensive manual observation and coding are now enhanced with advanced 
data collection and analytics techniques to seamlessly study this revision process. This 
is seen in recent automation efforts including the study of linguistic properties [5, 6]  
and visualizing revisions in student writing [7, 8]. 

However, there is a gap in existing methods to study revised texts and stages of re-
vision in writing. Document-level metrics (such as cohesion, and other linguistic 
measures) [5] do not distinguish slight changes made to a base text, and require finer 
grained measures for shorter texts. On the other hand, key strokes and character editing 
in writing which are used to visualize and study patterns of revision [9-11] are too fine-
grained to qualitatively study the actual changes made to the text. To meaningfully in-
terpret what changes a student made to a given short text as a result of an intervention/ 
instruction, the need for automated visualizations to represent the process of drafting 
and revision at the sentence level arises. This need was identified from our research 
context where students engaged in a revision task using automated feedback from 
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AcaWriter [12] and provided consent for the use of their data as part of a writing inter-
vention [13, 14]). The paper introduces a novel technique for visualizing text as graph 
called ‘Automated Revision Graphs’ (ARG) to study revisions at a sentence level for 
short texts, automating a previous manual prototype [8, 15]. It provides preliminary 
evidence to demonstrate its usage by generating two forms of ARG: 1) Simple revision 
graph, which compares two texts to visualize the differences, and 2) Multi-stage revi-
sion graph, which visualizes the evolution of a given text over its many drafts.  

2 Simple Revision Graph 

The first ARG form is a Simple Revision Graph comparing any two short texts (text 1 
and text 2, both containing less than 15 sentences each) to visualize the differences 
between them at a sentence level. The nodes of the graph represented as circles denote 
individual sentences, and are displayed in their order of occurrence in the texts (e.g. 
Sentence 1, 2, 3,.., expanding downwards). The color of the node represents the text 
feature we are interested in, and can be adapted to suit different requirements. In the 
current research context, the node color signifies the number of rhetorical moves in the 
sentence as students receive automated feedback on this feature. A brown node indi-
cates no rhetorical move made in that sentence, a blue node indicates one rhetorical 
move, and a green node indicates two or more rhetorical moves. The colored edges 
connecting two nodes in text 1 and text 2 show the similarity/ dissimilarity between the 
sentences represented by them. If there is a yellow edge between two nodes (sentences), 
it means that the two nodes are the same (no difference between the sentences). If the 
edge is teal colored, it indicates high similarity between the sentences (minor differ-
ences). A purple edge denotes medium similarity or major differences between the 
texts. A very small similarity means that the sentences are not related and very different 
(few or no common words between the sentences), and have no edges drawn between 
them. A sample simple revision graph with descriptions is provided in Fig 1a.   
 

 
 
Fig 1: a) A simple revision graph example and b) Sample multi-stage revision graph with itera-
tive changes. 
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A simple revision graph helps in studying the different kinds of changes students make 
at a sentence level on any given base essay. It can visually represent and quantify revi-
sion actions such as minor changes, major changes, additions and deletions made in the 
sentences of the given text, and the presence of rhetorical moves in the revised texts.  

3 Multi-stage Revision Graph 

The second ARG form of Multi-stage Revision Graph is similar to the simple revision 
graph described earlier, but extends over multiple text iterations. It is used to study the 
stages in the revision process over time by comparing one draft to its previous draft. A 
sample multi-stage revision graph is provided in Fig 1b, the student has removed the 
first and the last sentence from the given essay in the first draft requesting feedback 
(sentence 1 and sentence 12), depicted by missing outgoing edges. In the next draft, the 
student has introduced a rhetorical move represented by the blue colored node in sen-
tences 2 and 5, with 2 or more rhetorical moves introduced in the subsequent draft in 
sentence 6 (represented by the green node). No major revisions have been made in the 
last two drafts as depicted by the unchanged graph structure towards the right end of 
the multi-stage revision graph.  

The multi-stage revision graphs can be used to study the evolution of drafts in the 
revision process that led to the final product and student interaction with automated 
feedback based on the frequency of requests. They illuminate the underlying processes 
involved in the stages of revision after receiving automated feedback. These internal 
processes show how students apply the feedback on to their writing to revise the given 
text in different ways, which can be studied in relation to improvements in text quality.  

4 Technical Implementation 

Construction of ARG involved several steps, making use of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) and graphical visualization packages in a Python Jupyter notebook. The 
code is released open source at https://github.com/AntonetteShibani/AutomatedRevi-
sionGraphs for further development. An overview of steps is provided below: 

• Pre-processing the input text files: The pre-processing step involved converting 
the input html files to extract the written text. The cleaned text was parsed to sen-
tences using the TAP API 1, that provides NLP services such as sentence parsing, 
text metrics, and detection of rhetorical moves in text (More details at [12, 16]). 

• Getting rhetorical moves for all sentences: The next step invoked Athanor from 
TAP to identify the rhetorical moves based on a concept-matching framework [17]  
(http://heta.io/online-training-in-rhetorical-parsing).   

• Creating the nodes from sentences: The next step was to generate nodes for every 
sentence in the text and set its colour based on the number of rhetorical moves in 

                                                           
1 GraphQL interface of the Text Analytics Pipeline (TAP): https://github.com/heta-io/tap hosted 

by Connected Intelligence Centre, University of Technology Sydney, Australia. 

https://github.com/AntonetteShibani/AutomatedRevisionGraphs
https://github.com/AntonetteShibani/AutomatedRevisionGraphs
http://heta.io/online-training-in-rhetorical-parsing
https://github.com/heta-io/tap
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it. To do this, a nodes csv was created with an index for each node, its actual text 
(to display while hovering over), and the node category for defining its color. 

• Creating text vectors and calculating similarity scores between sentences: 
Next, the edges were generated based on how similar the sentence in the revised 
text was, to sentences in the previous text, using a cosine similarity score. With no 
need for semantic similarity measures in the current context (as students were only 
asked to make structural changes, and not content changes), cosine similarity 
worked best. 

• Creating the edges based on similarities: Based on the similarity scores calcu-
lated above, edges for the revision graph were created between the nodes of the 
given text and the revised text using set thresholds. If the similarity score was equal 
to or greater than the highest similarity threshold (>0.99 for the same sentence, 
>0.8 for highly similar sentences, >0.6 for medium similarity nodes), an edge was 
added between the nodes of the two sentences with the corresponding weight. The 
edges csv consisted of three columns: startnode, endnode and weight, appended 
for each edge. 

• Rendering the revision graphs: The next step was to create and render the inter-
active ARG using the nodes and the edges csv created earlier. This was done using 
network graphs from a python library called HoloViews2 with interactive explora-
tion of nodes and edges facilitated by the Bokeh plotting interface3. The rendered 
revision graphs were saved as html files in the specified output folder. 

• Calculating metrics: An optional step after generating the ARG is to collect 
quantifiable metrics from the network graph such as the number of nodes with a 
rhetorical move, number of edges showing absolute similarity with no changes etc. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper introduced a novel visualization technique of constructing Automated Re-
vision Graphs (ARG) with open-source code to study revisions in student writing in 
two forms: simple and multi-stage. This visual representation can be used to examine 
the differences between short texts at a sentence level along with quantifiable metrics, 
and to study patterns of activities such as addition, deletion and re-organization of sen-
tences in the revision of a given text (for validations with empirical student data, see 
[18]). In addition, they can be used to study the effects of automated writing feedback 
on students’ revisions at iterative drafting stages by recognizing individual differences 
in the feedback literacy [19] of students. It can further inform research on the quality 
of revisions made by students in writing tasks [20] and influence design choices in 
writing tool development based on user engagement. Future work with improvements 
made to visual aspects and usability in this preliminary research form of ARG can po-
tentially aid its usage among students and educators for reflecting on revision practices.  

                                                           
2 HoloViews is an open-source Python library (https://github.com/pyviz/holoviews) to visualize 

graphs 
3 Bokeh is a Python visualization library to create interactive plots, dashboards, and data appli-

cations. More information at https://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/ 

https://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/
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